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HISTORY OF THE 
SERIES 

The Recent cinema from Spain series was set up in 2011 by EGEDA, the Audiovisual 
Producers’ Rights Management Association, in order to provide a new space for the 
promotion and distribution of Spanish language films in the USA. This event is the 
most important Spanish film showcase to be held in Miami on an annual basis. And 
after only 4 editions has become well established and has earned a place for itself 
on the city’s cultural and cinematic calendar with a spectacular attendance of 4000 
people each year. 
 
Recent Cinema from Spain is a unique opportunity for the public of Florida to enjoy 
these productions, which show the diversity of Spanish cinema, and also to see and 
interact with important figures from Spanish cinema; directors and actors who 
present the films and participate in question and answer sessions with the audience 
after the screenings. 
 
Recent Cinema from Spain is co-produced by EGEDA and the Olympia Theater , with 
the special collaboration of The Spanish Institute of Cinematography and 
Audiovisual Arts (ICAA), under the Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport. 
With the support of The Spanish Embassy in Washington, the Spanish Consulate in 
Miami, The Spanish Cultural center in Miami (CCE),The Spanish Tourism Office in 
Miami,  The City of Miami, the MDDA, Miami Dade County, Camacol and of 
foundations like the Spain-USA Foundation and Artes Miami. As well as with several 
Academic institutions and private sponsors. 
 
Recent Cinema from Spain is an excellent setting for sponsors to gain visibility and 
increase brand-name recognition due to the great attendance and to the promotion 
and publicity the series receives in the media, in Miami and internationally. 
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ATTENDANCE 

The figures show that the initial objective has been achieved and a brilliant new showcase has been opened for the 
distribution and promotion of Spanish cinema. In just four days, Recent Cinema from Spain attracted audiences of 
4000 people in 2014, Opening and closing night with  over 1000 people each day and with an average of 500 
people in the screenings on Friday and Saturday.  A great opportunity for brands that support culture and cinema. 
 
  In the last edition we opened the series with the US Premiere “The unexpected life” (La vida inesperada) by 
Filmmaker Jorge Torregrossa , starring Javier Camara and Raul Arevalo , and  scriptwriter Elvira Lindo presented the 
movie. Also in attendance were filmmaker Javier Ruiz Caldera and actor Martino Rivas with “Three many weddings” 
and actor Juan Diego Botto with “Ismael”. They presented their films and participated in Q&A sessions with 
audiences after the screenings.  
 
The fourth edition of the Recent Cinema from Spain film series   has received a warm welcome from the Miami 
public. Viewers flocked to the Olympia Theater to enjoy the most recent Spanish cinema. The selection of films 
shown at this event, all of which were released in 2013 and 2014, was much appreciated by both audiences and 
critics. 
 
Audience were composed by: Journalists, Filmmakers, Foreign Film lovers and Olympia Theater members and 
followers. Spanish speaking audience of different nationalities, Organizers and programmers of international film 
festivals, Teachers and professors (of cinema) of different Universities in Florida ,visitors of the Miami Book Fair 
and  the always supportive Spanish community. 
 
There was an increase English  of speaking attendees this year and of people who came for their first time to the 
Spanish series. We are therefore reaching a broader  public which is one of the missions of the series. 
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2011 2012 2013 2014 

… join us  at the 5th  Edition  !! 

 
PROGRAMS 

OF THE SERIES 
 



  F. González Molina 
      DIRECTOR 

Mateo Gil 
     DIRECTOR 

Alvaro Cervantes 
      ACTOR 

Isona Passola 
DIRECTOR 

Antonio de la Torre 
      ACTOR 

Lluis Omar 
      ACTOR 

Jesus Monllaó 
      DIRECTOR 

Amaia Salamanca 
      ACTRESS 

Javier Camara 
      ACTOR 

Elvira Lindo 
SCRIPTWRITER  

Javier Ruiz Caldera 
      DIRECTOR 

Juan Diego Botto 
      ACTOR 

Martiño Rivas 
      ACTOR 

We have the presence of directors, actors and  producers of the films that participated in 
the Series as well as other celebrities of the city of Miami who attend the shows to support 
the Spanish cinema. 

GUESTS OF THE 
SERIES  

 



Press Event 

New Filmmakers from Spain 

Image of the Series 

       Q&A 

        Panel Discussion at CCE 
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   Presentation Event                                                      

HIGHLIGHTS 
2014 

To begin the IV Edition of Recent Cinema from 

Spain, EGEDA and the Olympia Theater, hosted a 

presentation even on September 25th, with over 

500 people attending. The event was presented 

by Robert Geitner & Elvi Cano with  the 

collaboration of the Consul Cristina Barrios and 

DEMO at the Olympia Theatre.  After the program 

announcement , the guests enjoyed the screening 

of ‘Dark Blue almost Black’ directed by Daniel 

Sanchez Arevalo 

In this V edition of the Shortfilm Contest New 

Filmmakers from Spain, we have received 69 

registrations, of which 20 have made it to the 

contest. The winner of ‘Movibeta’ Distribution 

prize was ‘Sequence’ by filmmaker Carles 

Torrens. 

On November 20th took place the annual 

press meeting where the media had the 

chance to have one on one with the 

Spanish guests who came from Spain to 

present their movies, who were  also 

interviewed in different TV sets such as 

CNN & Mira TV. This year we had the 

honor to count with the presence of the 

scriptwriter Elvira Lindo, filmmaker Javier 

Ruíz-Caldera  and actors Martiño Rivas 

and Juan Diego Botto. 

On November 21st a panel discussion took 

place at the ‘Centro Cultural Español’ in 

Miami, with the filmmakers and actors 

attending this year’s Recent Cinema  from 

Spain series. We had the privilege to have 

Francisco Tardio (CCE director)  presenting 

the roundtable and Yvonne Gavela-Ramos 

(University of Miami) as the moderator. 

The screening’s attendees had the unique 

opportunity to enjoy Q&A sessions with 

the Spanish directors and actors that 

came to present their movies. We had 

the privilege to have the participation of 

journalist Paula Arcila from Radio 

Univision and TV producer Fernando 

Ferro from Mira TV as the moderators for 

the Q&As. 

The poster of the IV Edition of Recent Cinema 

from Spain in Miami was designed by DEMO, 

one of the most international and original 

Spanish pop artists. In DEMO’s words: ‘I wanted 

to reference the Recent Cinema from Spain 

logo. Symbolizing with color balls and lose line 

that cinema is a game, where you never stop 

feeling or dreaming. A way of putting yourself at 

risk to live a story. Adding the heart of all those 

people dedicated to make films from hard work, 

dedication and passion. 
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QUOTES 
ABOUT THE SERIES 

Elvira Lindo 

Scriptwriter 

 
“This kind of series, like Recent Cinema from 
Spain, help enormously to bring Spanish and 
European films to new audiences. It’s precisely 
when  you’re with foreign audiences that you 
realize the real repercussion that our stories 
have.” 

      Juan Diego Botto 

    Actor 

“It’s necessary to promote Spanish films 
through series and festivals like Recent 
Cinema from Spain.  This type of events 
should be of more importance where as 
thanks to them we can promote Spanish films 
out there andopen up to new markets’. 

Javier Ruiz Caldera 
Director 
 
“As a director, it’s a wonderful experience to see 
a full house with over 1000 people and how the 
audience has reacts to film. I am delighted to be 
here in Recent Cinema from Spain in Miami, it’s 
like a reward for all the work done.” 

Martiño Rivas 

Actor 

“We have to support for initiatives like Recent 

Cinema from Spain, to be able to spread our 

culture and our stories throughout the 

world.” 



Volunteers of the Series 

Banner at the Olympia Theatre 
Voucher 

Program of the Series  Media Wall Olympia Theater 

Media Wall 
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PostCard 

PRESS PASS 

PROMOTIONAL  
MATERIALS 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At  CNÑ Showbiz,  with an  estimated of 25,000,000 viewers 
in the US and LatinAmerica. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Broadcasted from November 26th to Dec 4th 2014: 

Canal+ 1, Canal+ DCine, Canal+ Acción  & Canal+ 
Comedia. 
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MEDIA  
COVERAGE 

2014 



* *Full report of media coverage in this link: 

 
http://www.miami.recentcinemafromspain.com/EN/RSM_MediaCoverage.asp 
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MEDIA  
COVERAGE 

2014 

http://www.miami.recentcinemafromspain.com/EN/RSM_MediaCoverage.asp


Miami New Times 

Promotional Video 
To celebrate and promote the IV Edition of Recent Cinema 
from Spain in Miami, we had the honor to present the 
promotional video written, directed and produced by award-
winning and renowned Spanish director Daniel Sanchez 
Arevalo, with the title “Traumatizing cliches”. 

 

The Miami Herald  

The Miami Herald prints 
50.000 daily. 

. 

Radio 

IMDB 

The Nuevo Herald  
The Nuevo Herald prints 50.000 daily. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
CAMPAING  

2014 



Youtube 

Este año se han conseguido más 
de 15,000 visualizaciones en los 
tráilers de la muestra en menos 
de dos me- ses en nuestros 
canales de YouTube. 
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SOCIAL 
MEDIA 

Facebook 
The New Filmmakers from Spain  and Recent 
Cinema from Spain facebook pages have  
increased  enormously its  followers during the 
IV Edition.  

Twitter 
This year our Twitter account has had more 
activity than ever thanks to interaction with 
actors & directors invited to the series 

Instagram 
 
We doubled the number of followers and have 
started the hashtag #RecentCinemafromSpain 
with pictures of the series. 



SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 

2015 

  
The Recent Cinema from Spain in Miami film series 
provides an ideal opportunity to promote a wide 
range of products for companies interested in an 
enthusiastically received event with great media 
potential that attracts large audiences. 
 
 The series is an excellent setting to gain visibility, 
increase brand name recognition, and promote 
products, as has been demonstrated by the 2014 
edition. 
 
We invite you to consider participating in this 
event as a sponsor. Levels of sponsorship for 2015 
are as follows:: 

The benefits corresponding to each level can 
be seen on pages 14-16 and on pages 17 and 
18 are various examples of the promotional 
materials to be seen at the film series and 
how our sponsors last year were able take 
advantage of the many unique and interesting 
opportunities for branding and visibility for 
their materials and/or products. 
 
 As a special sponsorship offering, the 
Presenting Sponsor category offers, among 
other benefits, exclusive spaces as the 
promotional video in addition to a large 
number of spaces for visibility of the 
sponsor’s materials and/or products. 
 
 We also have a special offer for collaborating 
companies, with special packs of invitations 
for the film series for their employees and/or 
customers. 
 
 Please contact us for more information and a 
la carte sponsorship options 



SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES 

2015 

OFFICIAL PREMIERE MAJOR SUPPORTING 

 LOGO/NAME INSERTIONS $8,000 $5,000 $3,000 $1,500 

RCFS poster (500 units) LOGO LOGO     

RCFS program (5,000 units) LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

RCFS post card (5,000 units -Presentation Event) LOGO LOGO LOGO   

RCFS post card (5,000 units-Save the Date) LOGO LOGO LOGO   

RCFS Banner at the Teatre LOGO LOGO     

RCFS Media Wall LOGO       

Projection before Films LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

Projection at Presentation Event LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

Projection on stage backdrop at Q&A LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

RCFS Official Web (links to sponsor´s web) LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL  $8,000 $5,000 $3,000 $1,500 

Pop-Up Banner at Theatre YES YES YES   

Display Sponsor´s Promotional Material YES YES YES   

Insertions in Gift Bags (1600 units) YES YES YES YES 

INVITATIONS  & PASSES $8,000 $5,000 $3,000 $1,500 

VIP Invitations for Opening Night 8 6 4 2 

Pasess for entire Film Series+Opening Night 4 2     

Invitations for 3 days of Film Screenings 10 8 6 4 

COMMUNICATION & ADVERTISEMENT $8,000 $5,000 $3,000 $1,500 

Press Releases LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

Media Advertising LOGO* NAME NAME   

Save the Date & Newsletters LOGO LOGO LOGO LOGO 

Social Media (facebook, twitter, etc…) MENTION** MENTION**     

Special Thanks to Sponsors at Opening Night MENTION MENTION MENTION MENTION 

Special Thanks to Sponsors at all Screenings MENTION MENTION     

* Subject to availability/otherwise name 

** Link to sponsor website 



SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 

2015 

•Inclusion of logo on the film series poster (500 units)  
•Inclusion of logo in the film series program (5,000 
units).  
•Inclusion of logo on the film series post card (5,000 
units) + Save the Date (5,000 units). 
•Inclusion of logo on the banner at the theater entrance.  
•Inclusion of logo on the  Media Wall at Red Carpet. 
•Projection on the theater screen of the logo of the 
sponsor’s trademark at the Presentation Event and 
beginning of each screening session.  
•Projection on the theater screen backdrop at the Q&A 
sessions with invited actors/directors.  
•Inclusion of logo with link to the sponsor’s website on 
the event website, where there will be a space devoted 
exclusively to the sponsors. 

•Inclusion of logo on the film series poster (500 units)  
•Inclusion of logo in the film series program (5,000 
units).  
•Inclusion of logo on the film series post card (5,000 
units) + Save the Date (5,000 units). 
•Inclusion of logo on the banner at the theater 
entrance.   
•Projection on the theater screen of the logo of the 
sponsor’s trademark at the Presentation Event and 
beginning of each screening session. 
•Projection on the theater screen backdrop at the Q&A 
sessions with invited actors/directors.  
•Inclusion of logo with link to the sponsor’s website on 
the event website, where there will be a space devoted 
exclusively to the sponsors. 

•Opportunity to display a pop-up banner of the 
brand in the theater (pop-up banner to be provided 
by the sponsor). 
•Opportunity to display promotional material in 
specially designated areas. 
•Opportunity to include promotional material  and 
merchandising in gift bags (1600 units). 

• Opportunity to display a pop-up banner of the 
brand in the theater (pop-up banner to be provided 
by the sponsor).  
•Opportunity to display promotional material in 
specially designated areas. 
•Opportunity to include promotional material and 
merchandising  in gift bags (1600 units). 

•Inclusion of logo on press releases.  
•Inclusion of logo* in print media advertising (* Subject 
to availability/otherwise name). 
•Inclusion of logo in the save the date and newsletter.  
•Mention in the Opening Gala speech.  
•Mention prior to each screening. 
•Mention Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, etc…) ** Link 
to  sponsor website 
 
 
 

•Inclusion of logo on press releases.  
•Inclusion of name in print media advertising (* Subject to 
availability/otherwise name).  
•Inclusion of logo in the save the date and newsletter.  
•Mention in the Opening Gala speech.  
•Mention prior to each screening. 
•Mention Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, etc…) ** Link 
to sponsor website. 
 

• 8 VIP tickets to the opening ceremony. 
• 10 tickets to attend screenings on the remaining days 
•4 passes for the entire series (for movies only). 

• 6 VIP tickets to the opening ceremony. 
• 8 tickets to attend screenings on the remaining days 
•2 passes for the entire series (for movies only). 

LOGO AND NAME PLACEMENT LOGO AND NAME PLACEMENT 

PROMO MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION PROMO MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION 

COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISEMENT COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISEMENT 

INVITATIONS AND PASSES INVITATIONS AND PASSES 



•Inclusion of logo in the film series program (5,000 
units).  
•Inclusion of logo on the film series post card (5,000 
units) + Save the Date (5,000 units). 
•Projection on the theater screen of the logo of the 
sponsor’s trademark at the beginning of each screening 
session.  
•Projection on the theater screen backdrop at the Q&A 
sessions with invited actors/directors.  
•Inclusion of logo with link to the sponsor’s website on 
the event website, where there will be a space devoted 
exclusively to the sponsors. 

•Inclusion of name in the film series program (5,000 
units).  
•Projection on the theater screen of the logo of the 
sponsor’s trademark at the beginning of each screening 
session.  
•Projection on the theater screen backdrop at the Q&A 
sessions with invited actors/directors.  
•Inclusion of logo with link to the sponsor’s website on 
the event website, where there will be a space devoted 
exclusively to the sponsors. 

•Opportunity to display a pop-up banner of the 
brand in the theater (pop-up banner to be provided 
by the sponsor). 
•Opportunity to display promotional material  in 
specially designated areas. 
•Opportunity to include promotional material  and 
merchandising in gift bags (1600 units). 

. 
•Opportunity to include promotional material and 

merchandising  in gift bags (1600 units). 

•Inclusion of logo on press releases.  
•Inclusion of logo* in print media advertising advertising  
(* Subject to availability/otherwise name).  
•Inclusion of logo in the save the date and newsletter.  
•Mention in the Opening Gala speech.  

•Inclusion of logo on press releases.  
•Inclusion of logo in the save the date and newsletter.  
•Mention in the Opening Gala speech.  

• 4 VIP tickets to the opening ceremony. 
• 6 tickets to attend screenings on the remaining days. 
 
 
***Logos to be provided by sponsors. 

• 2 VIP tickets to the opening ceremony. 
• 4 tickets to attend screenings on the remaining days. 

LOGO AND NAME PLACEMENT LOGO AND NAME PLACEMENT 

PROMO MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION 
PROMO MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION 

COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISEMENT 

COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISEMENT 

INVITATIONS AND PASSES 

INVITATIONS AND PASSES 

SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 

2015 



SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 

2014 

SPONSORS VISIBILITY 
 
The impact of this event is growing each year and it 
provides a great promotion and visibility window for 
our sponsors. For these reasons, we have opened 
new, customized visibility spaces. In previous 
editions, we had exclusive presentation parties, trips 
raffles, gifts, interactive demonstrations, etc ... 



OTHER  
SPONSORSHIP 

OPPORTUNITIES 


